Three-layer-isotropic skull conductivity representation in the EEG forward problem using spherical head models.
We study the influence of different conductivity models within the framework of electroencephalogram (EEG) source localization on the white matter and skull areas. Particularly, we investigate five different spherical models having either isotropic or anisotropic conductivity for both considered areas. To this end, the anisotropic finite difference reciprocity method is used for solving the EEG forward problem. We evaluate a model of a numeric skull conductivity in terms of the minimum dipole localization/orientation error. As a result, both considered models of the skull reach the lowest dipole localization error (less than 6 mm), namely: i) single anisotropic layer and ii) three isotropic layers (hard bone/spongy bone/hard bone). Additionally, two different electrode configurations (10-20 and 10-10 systems) are tested showing that the error decreases almost as much as twice for the latter one though the computational burden significantly increases.